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The real photovoltaic (PV) electricity costs depend as much on the efficiency loss during 

service as on the initial efficiency. The warranty of the modules being guaranteed up to 25 years and 

the maximum service time being determined by the wear out failures often occurring at the end of 

the working lifetime, “in field” verifications are too long for a practical use. To overcome long‐term 

reliability issues, representative accelerated failure tests and realistic numerical models are 

necessary. For their design, a detailed understanding of the degradation mechanisms and the right 

selection of the key factors influencing the degradation rates are fundamental. Numerous recent 

works reviewed the degradation rates and named the degradation modes of the existing PV 

materials in service conditions or in accelerated tests (see for instance [1‐3]); however, the works 

dealing with detailed degradation mechanisms and factors affecting the kinetics of the rate 

determining steps in these mechanisms are less common. In the existing reliability approaches, the 

effects of the temperature, UV radiation, voltage and humidity start to be taken into account. The 

effects of the chemical composition of the atmosphere and more general the chemistry of the “in 

use” environment, which can result from the climate, atmospheric pollution, leaching from the cell 

materials themselves or degradation of the encapsulating material, etc. are however usually 

disregarded. At the same time, many of degradation mechanisms, such as corrosion of metallic 

contacts, solders, and silicon, discoloration of encapsulate (EVA), degradation of semiconductors 

(zinc oxide, aluminum doped zinc oxide…), delamination of the encapsulate etc. could be strongly 

affected by these chemistry. 

In this work, we will discuss the chemical aspects of the degradation mechanisms in PV 

materials and their assemblies. First, different exploitation environments (industrial, marine, rural) 

and the chemistry of the atmospheric pollutants present in them will be reviewed. Second, the effect 

of selected pollutants present in rural and marine atmospheres on the stability of solar cell materials 

will be illustrated on the example of the encapsulated and non‐encapsulated thin layer Al‐doped ZnO 

(AZO) for thin layer cells, demonstrating that damp heat test can be insufficient for evaluation of the 

humidity resistance of these materials in real atmospheres. Finally, some mechanistic and 

methodological approaches, used in the area of atmospheric corrosion in order to precise 

degradation mechanisms and optimize protection strategy, will be discussed in order to extend them 

to materials and assemblies typical for photovoltaic systems. 
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